CHAPTER II
MANKIND'S PASSAGE
TO CIVILIZATION-
AND TO SCHOOL
(3500 BX> 500 B.G)
A.   THE SECOND TRANSFORMATION OF MAN: FROM
FOLK SOCIETY TO TRADITIONAL CIVILIZATION
About 3500 B.C. in the Mesopotamian region of Southwest Asia, the second great
transformation in the human career was getting under way as some of the neolithic
village-farming communities began to organi/c themselves into larger towns which
eventually became centers for a literate, urban way oflile and which in turn began to
exert greater or lesser influence over a number of smaller, ancillary village and iarming
settlements. By 3000 B.C., fully developed urbani/ation had appeared in the Middle
East, and at various times thereafter in India, the Aegean, China, and pre-Columbian
America. (See Figure 1.2.) Meanwhile, however, throughout much of the world,
paleolithic and neolithic folk societies continued to adhere to their traditional pre-
urban or pre-civilized ways of life centering upon hunting, past oral ism, or village-
farming communities.
With the rise of the first civilization in Mesopotamia, education embarked on a
radically new kind of relationship to the development of human society and culture. It
began to have a special function and identity of its own along with other institutions
which came to be identified as temple, city, and state. As an introduction to this new
role for education, I shall cite several recent statements which will serve to highlight
the social and cultural ingredients whose interaction characterized the birth of human
civilization on earth.
In a classic formulation about the original urbanization process as it took place
in various parts of the world, V. Gordon Childe identified ten characteristics that
distinguished civilized life from precivilized folk life: the art of writing; the beginnings
of exact and predictive science leading to reflective, systematic, and critical thought;
an enlarged size and growing interdependence of settlements; surplus of food leading
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